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In the east of Spain, Bentinck, who had replaced Murray
and was soon in his turn to give way to Clinton, had since
July been following up Suchet in his leisurely withdrawal
along the coast from Valencia by Tortosa and Tarragona to
Barcelona, his advance against the latter city being sharply
checked at Ordal. His successor made no further attempt to
press his adversary, who by the end of the year had assembled
his forces around Gerona, and there halted" to await the result
of a.new diplomatic move by Napoleon. The latter, having
suffered a complete defeat at the hands of embattled Europe
at Leipzig, had withdrawn the remnants of his army into
France, and was there preparing for that magnificent defensive
campaign of 1814 which Wellington and many good judges
after him considered to be perhaps the finest example of his
genius for war. Meanwhile, he had devised a scheme for
freeing himself from the menace of Wellington's armies on
his southern frontier, and recovering the use of his own troops
in that theatre by the signature of the Treaty of Valensay with
his prisoner Ferdinand VII., in accordance with the terms of
which the latter, in exchange for his restoration to the Spanish
throne, engaged to effect the withdrawal of all the contending
forces from Spanish territory. This, however, the Cortes,
the actual government of Spain, refused to ratify, and, accord-
ingly, Suchet remained in possession of Northern Catalonia
until the conclusion of hostilities.
Meanwhile the Allies were preparing to invade France from
the east, and Wellington set to work to force Soult's new
defensive line. While Hope on the left with the help of the
fleet crossed the Adour below Bayonne, and circling round to
north and east of that place completed its investment, the main
body of the Allies drove the French in succession from the
Gave d'Oloron and the Gave de Pau, and attacked them in
their chosen battle position at Orthez. After some vicissitudes
the hostile right and centre were beaten from their ground, and
the whole forced to retreat hurriedly behind the upper Adour
at Aire. From this town Soult determined to effect his further
retirement eastwards and south-eastwards along the foot of the
Pyrenees so as to divert the Allies from a direct invasion of
France, and approach nearer to Suchet's army, which he hoped
might thus be induced to come to his assistance. Wellington,
after detaching a force to occupy Bordeaux, \vhere the population
were eager to revolt against Napoleon and to raise the white
flag of the Bourbons, followed up the retreating French army
towards Toulouse. At the beginning of April the Marshal
halted once more on the line of the Garonne, and stood to fight
around that city. The battle that ensued was decided after

